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How was everyone’s summer? This year has certainly
been a mixed bag of extreme weather systems, but I
hope you had the opportunity to get out on the
water with your Albergs for a race, a day sail or a
short summer cruise!
A very special anniversary is fast approaching...
one of historical significance for not only the Great Lakes Alberg Association but
also, for one of Carl Alberg’s beautiful designs...the Alberg 30. As the owner of an
Alberg 30 (originally owned by my parents) I have over the summer, found myself
on more than one occasion drifting off into a somewhat reflective frame of mind.
Sharing stories with a few other sailing families who grew up with Albergs in their
lives as I did, has for me, enriched this extended Alberg family of ours. It has also
given me a renewed sense of pride in what our Association and its members have
accomplished over what will soon be half a century. Going into its 50th year, the
GLAA will have the highest number of ‘young’ members (under 50 yrs) than it’s
had in some time. This is exciting and it signals a new generation of Alberg
enthusiasts who will be racing and cruising on the Great Lakes. It may also
explain some changes I have noticed in the past year. It seems like we have a
lower number of members volunteering to sit on the GLAA Executive, less
attendance at GLAA events, and increasing tardiness in membership renewals
(i.e., by the March deadline). These trends concern me and I am very interested in
trying to figure out why member enthusiasm appears to be in decline.
Therefore, I will be working with our newsletter editor to develop a short survey
for members to tell me what it would take to renew the enthusiasm I remember
from years gone by. In the mean time, I encourage anyone who has ideas to
send me an email and share your thoughts.
With arrangements well underway to celebrate the ‘50th’, and also, planning the
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GLAA’s annual Sailing Programme for the 2014 season, we will need ‘all hands on deck’! For many in our
group, life has gotten busier with less spare time set aside for relaxation. Others are coming to the realization that their bodies aren’t quite as ‘young’ as they once were and so, are limited on how physically
active they can be with their beautiful Albergs. These are all facts of life; however, please remember that
you can support the GLAA in many ways such as managing our budget, keeping track of our members
and maintaining communication, organizing or participating in cruising, racing or social events, or just
by sharing your years of Alberg knowledge and experiences with fellow Alberg sailors. Without the
ongoing support of volunteer executives and member participation, the association will have to make
some adjustments, such as reducing the number and the scale of activities. The future of the
association is really up to you – each and every member – so please come forward and work with me
to draft a plan for the future that we can all be excited about!
There are many ways that you can get involved now! Start by planning to renew your 2014 membership
early! Consider volunteering to help with the ‘50th’ celebrations, write an article about a race you entered, a summer cruise or a longer voyage that you and your Alberg experienced...(and please remember
to send in some photos!). And if you or someone you know would like to be more involved, please
consider volunteering or nominating someone for one of the vacant positions on the Executive for the
next 2 year term. There are several key positions that must be filled ASAP. The following Executive
positions will be vacant at the end of 2013:
Director of Membership
Treasurer
Newsletter Editor
These positions are tremendously important to the vital task of keeping us all connected. The duties of
all the Executive members are outlined in the Bylaws, which are posted on the GLAA website. As well,
each member of your current Executive has written up a ‘hands on’ job description of his or her duties,
which I would be happy to provide to you on request. Elections will take place at the 2013 AGM Dinner
in January (18th).
GLAA members, whether they be Executive, Honourary, Regular or Associate...are ALL Ambassadors of
this enduring and important Association, and of Carl Alberg’s beautiful designs. We are a passionate and
proud group of owners of these graceful yachts, who have lovingly maintained them, and kept the
Alberg spirit alive through active cruising, racing and socializing with other Alberg sailors. While I feel
like there is a slight course change coming for the GLAA, it does not really concern me because with
every course change comes a new part of the journey. I look forward to the next part of the voyage with
all of my Alberg friends.
I hope you will all enjoy this edition of the GLAA newsletter. In addition to all of our executive reports,
and anniversary updates, we have several excellent cruising stories, tales of racing north and south of
2
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are aware, with the passing of our dear friend and
Web Master, Dennis Litchfield, the GLAA website
was in limbo. For the past few months, a search has
been going on to try and find a solution to keep
our popular website going. My sincerest thanks go
out to Randy Litchfield, a former GLAA member and
supporter of our Association. His company Inbox
Marketer has been taking care of the GLAA website
for some time now, with his brother Dennis at the
helm keeping information on the site up-to-date, as
well as adding new material on a variety of the site’s
well-read pages. Going forward with Olivia (a new
programmer with Inbox Marketer) enthusiastically
taking over the reins, there will be a few changes
to the site but rest assured, the overall look of the
GLAA website will remain the same...just cleaned up
a bit, and some new items added to it. Randy has
outlined a couple of ‘ground rules’ that the GLAA has
been asked to adhere to, to ensure that while Olivia
is acting as the GLAA’s Web Administrator, this does
not interfere in any way with her responsibilities at
Inbox. Therefore, the following ‘routine’ is what has
been worked out as being realistic and agreeable
between Olivia and myself (on behalf of the GLAA) ~

the border and some very informative technical
articles. Thank you to all of the contributors and
to the executive for another excellent edition.
Any feedback that you have regarding this
newsletter or anything else is always welcome.
Fair Winds,
Cathie

GLAA Website and 50th Anniversary News
Cathie Coultis

For those Alberg sailors who have been long-time
members of the Great Lakes Alberg Association,
you know the effort that goes into keeping an
Association such as the GLAA alive and thriving...
enticing other Alberg sailors to join our fun-loving
and passionate group, and also, encouraging
existing members to keep renewing their annual
memberships. For almost 50 years, the members of
the GLAA have nurtured a wonderfully proud (some
might also add, colourful) history...nearly 50 years
promoting not only a beautiful classic design, but
also a special camaraderie amongst Alberg owners,
their families and crew that is well known all around
the Great Lakes. Personally, I am looking forward to
celebrating the historic 50 year Anniversary of the
Great Lakes Alberg Association and also of the
Alberg 30, next year. If you would like more
information about the plans to celebrate the 50th
Anniversary, please contact me at glaa30.50@gmail.
com, 613-394-3484 and please visit the special ‘50th’
page set up on the GLAA website, as more
information about the ‘50th’ events, along with some
wonderful historical information will be added to
the page periodically....and speaking of the GLAA
Website...I would like to announce at this time, an
addition to our GLAA Executive Team in the all
important position of Web Administrator. Please join
me in welcoming Olivia Mikhael. As many of you

1. Olivia will only be working on the GLAA website
after her regular hours at Inbox.
2. All material to be added or instructions for
updates, etc. to the GLAA website will need to be
sent to the GLAA Commodore, who will then forward
the items in an email on to Olivia in batches.
3. A pre-determined schedule will be set up between
Olivia and the Commodore to forward material,
review and discuss the website, i.e. one evening a
week for the first few weeks while Olivia settles in,
then every other week until the end of the year. Then
in the new year, a review of the process will be done
by Olivia and the GLAA Executive.
4. For the time being, e-blasts to members will be
sent out by the Commodore, and Newsletters will be
sent out by the Editor of the Newsletter.
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Eastern Lake Ontario Rendezvous

hospitality that was extended to our two groups by
the Cobourg Yacht Club Commodore Tony Pitts, its
members and staff. Eventhough, there was no
shortage of wonderful eateries just a short walk
uptown, I would like to thank those at this year’s
rendezvous who supported the club’s restaurant and
bar. The Commodore even went to the extent of
arranging some live musical entertainment one
evening, which was a very pleasant surprise to
those of us who were having dinner at the club that
particular night. An added attraction that took place
over the weekend at the Yacht Club, was an
Art Show and Sale. A few members of the Yacht Club
had pieces on exhibit and also, for sale.

Cathie Coultis

Mixed weather, LOTS of good local food (including
a birthday celebration, complete with cake), plenty
of opportunities to chat with fellow Alberg sailors,
as well as, a few Corvette owners (including one
lovely couple from the Chesapeake)...I am declaring
this year’s Eastern Lake Ontario Rendezvous a big
success!
A Welcome Reception kicked off the weekend in true
Alberg style with wonderful food provided by a popular little organic restaurant called daisies. New friends
were made, ‘old’ friends were reacquainted, and a fun
time was had by all, which was about 50 people...
Alberg and Corvette owners, as well as, a couple of
special guests - lengendary George Cuthbertson ... one
of the ‘C’s’ in C & C Yachts, and Rob Mazza, former
head designer of C & C Yachts and currently, a Corvette owner and Contributing Editor of Good Old Boat
Magazine. Rob and his lovely wife Za came from
Hamilton to the Rendezvous with their Corvette. My
folks and Rob’s were long-time friends back when we
were growing up on the Toronto Islands.

There was a great turnout for the continental style
breakfasts on both Saturday and Sunday with about
35-40 people each morning. Malcolm and Myrtle
had pots of hot coffee ready and waiting for everyone when they arrived. The wonderful food for the
breakfasts was provided by the Dutch Oven. My
contact at the bakery/restaurant even ‘went the extra
mile’ on her way into work from home one morning,
stopping to pick up a few jars of homemade jams
from a local orchard farm stand to go with the tastey
homemade scones! There were about 30 people
(Albergs and Corvettes) signed up for the Walking
Tour of the historical buildings in downtown Cobourg
(generously arranged by Malcolm Wardman with the
Town of Cobourg). After the Walking Tour, more members of the Alberg and Corvette groups who hadn’t
gone on the Tour, met up at a popular
restaurant, Stanley’s Fish & Grill for lunch (about 40
people for this gathering). One of the part-owners of
this restaurant is a sailor, and with her husband they
own a 40’ catamaran which they keep in the BVI’s.

A little tidbit of information you might find
interesting, is that George Cuthbertson actually has a
‘connection’ to Whitby Boat Works...he designed the
very fast and very attractive Whitby 45 for
Kurt Hansen. There were only 7 of these great racers
built, and I was very fortunate to have been given
the opportunity to sail on Kurt’s, which was called
Dushka V.
Back to the Rendezvous...Many of the planned activities during the Rendezvous were graciously arranged
by the Deputy Mayor of Cobourg (and Corvette
owner) Stan Frost, and GLAA and Cobourg Yacht
Club members Malcolm and Myrtle Wardman. Marina
Manager Paul Gauthier, who with his friendly staff,
did their utmost to accommodate all of the Alberg
and Corvettes on docks close together on a VERY
busy long weekend. I cannot say enough about the

Unfortunately, the Triangle Trophy Race was not
held during the Eastern Lake Ontario Rendezvous
again this year. Weather conditions on the Saturday
were definitely not suitable to hold a race, of which
both the Corvette and Alberg sailors were in agreement...so instead of holding an Awards Ceremony,
we had a birthday party for one of our young Alberg
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rendezvous-goers...Jim Watters! There were a few moments of concern, when it seemed like Bill Newman and Bill’s
brother-in-law Bob Cook, who were visiting with Jim on Lindisfarne that afternoon, weren’t going to be able to
coax Jim off his boat and up to the clubhouse for dinner...and a surprise birthday celebration that was waiting for
him...but all turned out well, though I don’t think it was a complete surprise!
A few Albergs headed for home on Sunday, taking advantage of some good weather, rather than
waiting for Monday. Others staying on checked out the special Sandcastle exhibition and competition over at
beautiful Victoria Beach, just steps away from the Marina and Yacht Club, while some of us did a bit of boat
hopping, shared a few Alberg stories and created some new ones. All in all, it was a great Alberg weekend!
See you in Belleville on the Civic long weekend next year at the Bay of Quinte Yacht Club for a very special
50th Anniversary Eastern Lake Ontario Rendezvous...and yes, Scotch Mist II will be there!!
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GLAA 50th Anniversary Registration
We need to know if you are planning to attend – the sooner the better!
Attached is the Master Registration form for all 3 of the 50th Anniversary events (including the menu choices for
the Dinner at National YC, and info regarding accommodations for the Dinner at NYC). The deadline for submission is March 1st 2014; however, you do not have to wait! If you are committed to coming you can send in your
form and cheque now. If you are not 100% committed at this point, it would still be helpful to know if you “think”
you will attend, and this information would be most appreciated as soon as possible. As you can imagine, getting
reservations and group rates requires estimates of numbers and a commitment from us. So, in order to secure
the best rates/rooms/docks/etc., Cathie would like to get an idea of how many people and boats are planning to
attend one, two or all events, and if they will need hotel accommodation and/or dockage.
50th ANNIVERSARY

Event Registration

Member’s Name:				
_____________________________________

Guest’s Name:
____________________________________

(Please Print)

Contact Telephone Number: (Daytime)__________________ (Evening)__________________
Contact Email Address:_____________________________ @ __________________________
EVENT #1
FORMAL DINNER
April 5th, 2014
National Yacht Club http://www.thenyc.com
Toronto, ON
Cocktails: 5:00 pm (Cash Bar)
Hors ‘doeuvres: 5:30 pmDinner: 6:30 pm
$50.00/pp (incl. tax & gratuity)

Accommodation:
For your convenience, if overnight accommodation is required, a
‘Special Group Rate’has been arranged with the following:
Radisson Admiral Hotel – Toronto Harbourfront http://www.radissonadmiral.com,
and also, Palace Pier Condo Suites http://www.thepalacepier.com (N.B.: Limited
number of rooms available at the Palace Piermini, there is no mini bar or coffee
maker in rooms).
IMPORTANT: Room reservations must be made by February 28th, 2014 LATEST,
and done directly with either the Radisson Admiral Hotel-Toronto Harbourfront
Contact: mailto:joanne@radissonadmiral.com or call 416-203-3333,OR, the
Palace Pier Condo Suites – Contact: Bev Dales 416-252-3651 or
mailto:bev.dales@sympatico.ca AND please indicate when making your
reservation, that you are attending the Great Lakes Alberg Association
Anniversary Dinner at the National Yacht Club to ENSURE YOU ARE GIVEN THE
PROPER ROOM RATE.

Meal Selection: Please refer to Menu details on 2nd page to make your selections.
Also, please indicate any food restrictions on your Registration form.

NOTE: Please make cheques payable to the Great Lakes Alberg Association, and send with completed
Registration form to: Cathie Coultis, 410 Hiscock Shores Rd., RR 3, Carrying Place, ON K0K 1L0. Thank you.
Payment for the Dinner is due in full by February 28, 2014 (ALL Meal selections will be forwarded to
National Yacht Club on March 2nd, 2014). Reservations will be confirmed upon receipt of payment.
Any refunds for Dinner cancellations occurring after March 15th will be issued for 50% of the total amount of your
payment (emergencies and extenuating circumstances will be taken into consideration).
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EVENT #2
CANADA DAY RENDEZVOUS
Boat Name
Length/Beam Arrive/Depart Dates
June 28th – July 1st, 2014		
Royal Canadian Yacht Club		
____________ ____________ ___________________
Toronto Islands, Toronto, ON
http://www.rcyc.ca
*Bob & Mandy Townsend Memorial Trophy Race*, Alberg 30s Entry: ___Yes ___No
EVENT #3
EASTERN LAKE ONTARIO RENDEZVOUS Boat Name
Length/Beam Arrive/Depart Dates
August 1st – August 4th, 2014
Bay of Quinte Yacht Club		
____________ ____________ ___________________
Victoria Harbour, Belleville, ON
http://www.bqyc.org
*Triangle Trophy Race*, Alberg 30s Entry: ___Yes ___No
NOTE: A $25 deposit per boat (refundable) is required with the Events Registration form for each of the 50th Rendezvous events.

April 5th Dinner Table D’hote MENU CHOICES:
Appetizer: (choice of one per person)
Soup of the Day x __
OR
Starter Salad x __
Main: (All meals served with Roasted Potatoes and Seasonal Vegetables) (choice of one per person)
A
8 oz New York Striploin with a red wine mushroom jus x __
				
OR
B
Mushroom and Brie stuffed Chicken Supreme with a red pepper coulis x __
				
OR
C
Pan Seared Fillet of Salmon with a warm double smoked bacon vinaigrette x __
Dessert: (choice of one per person)
Warm Bread Pudding a la mode with caramel sauce and fresh berries x __
				
OR
NYC Cheesecake with fresh whipped cream and mixed berry compote x __
“On behalf of the Great Lakes Alberg Association Executive and the 50th Anniversary Committee, THANK YOU for
supporting our sailing heritage! I am looking forward to seeing you at these very special events in 2014.”
Cathie Coultis
Commodore and Chair 50th Anniversary Committee
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Membership News Clare Matthews
Please welcome the following New Members who have recently joined the GLAA
Harry Black, Ontario, A30, PAPER BOY, Outer Harbour Marina/Lake Ontario, interested in Racing and Cruising
Henk De Vries, Ontario, A37, PAWBEE, Cobourg Yacht Club/Lake Ontario & 1000 Islands, interested in Cruising.
The Director of Membership position will be available in the new year. If you are interested in supporting the
GLAA through this role you can contact me anytime to discuss membership activities. As members you receive
renewal notices in the Fall and the Roster in the Spring so those two events tend to be the busy times. The rest
of the year involves processing new and renewed membership applications and meeting with fellow directors to
discuss boats, sailing and some business.
Thank you for continuing to support to the Great Lakes Alberg Association.

Treasurer’s Report Janet McNally
Your treasurer is happy to report that the finances of the association are in a very healthy position this year.
In particular, the fund for the 50th year celebration is now over $ 2000 and growing, thanks to your generous
donations. The association has contributed $500 per year for the last three years, but I am happy to note that
individuals have added over 25% of the total amount. The 50th committee will be meeting in October to plan
the details of the exciting 2014 year, and will thoughtfully use the fund to maximize the celebration for all GLAA
members. Thanks to all for your membership support and special donations to the 50th year fund.

Cruising Report Bill Newman
This was not the best cruising season for me, starting with a back injury in May and a hot, humid July with a lot
of unsettled weather. For most of the July it was hardly possible to find 2 or 3 days in a row with the promise of
decent weather. For a number of reasons I could not make the Canada Day Rendezvous at the Royal Hamilton
Yacht Club and although the attendance was underwhelming, I understand that all who attended had a good time
and I thank Don Campbell, Janet McNally and the other faithful few for ensuring that the event was successful.
August of course was a great month for sailing weather and I was in better shape for it when it arrived, making
a number of trips including the Eastern Rendezvous at Cobourg that was meticulously organized by Cathie and
most enjoyable. Cobourg is a nice location with all of the downtown attractions, restaurants, bars, historic sites
and lots of shopping for largely unnecessary stuff, all within a five minute walk from the harbour.
Organizing these cruises involves a great deal of time and effort by a number of people and it would be most
gratifying if more members would put these events on their calendars as a priority item before other items clutter
up the calendar. So please cut your boats loose from the dock, raise your sails and sail to these events. You will
not regret attending and will have a good time.
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Great Lake Alberg Association General Guidelines Concerning the
Awarding of the Gordon Proctor Cruising Trophy
The Gordon Proctor trophy is presented to the Alberg vessel that has completed a challenging cruise of interest
and for which the owner of the vessel has displayed competent and meritorious seamanship and who presents a
log of that cruise to the Great Lakes Alberg Association Board of Directors for consideration. The Board may also
request that a known potential candidate, present such a log. The award of this trophy is at the discretion of the
Board of Directors while giving consideration to the following guidelines:
1. A candidate will present a complete ship’s log for a cruise of 10 days passage making or more.
2. In the event of multiple candidates, weight may be given to the boat that cruises to the most distant port of
call from its home port.
3. The contents of the log should be focused on passage making information and information relative to the
welfare of the vessel rather than a diary of a vacation or of a social nature. Some information that may be
included is as follows:
• Daily departure and arrival times at each port of call.
• A record of time, distance and courses run each day.
• Information and/or photographs of harbour entrances, co-ordinates, depth, shoals, docks and anchorages as
well as the availability of provisions, fuel, water, marine supplies and other related items of interest.
• Daily weather information, forecast, wind direction, wind speed, weather warnings and sea conditions.
• Descriptions of incidents of interest, such as equipment failures, problems and remedies either during the
passage or while in harbour.
Bill Newman.
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of the channel if need be when encountering cargo
ships. Use of a river recreational cruising guide
(of which there are a few to select from) alongside
the Canadian Hydrographic Service’s Sailing
Directions and your nautical charts provides ample
information for selecting marinas, yacht clubs or
anchorages as desired.

SAILING THE ST. LAWRENCE RIVER

George & Alison Shorey - WYVERN III (Alberg 34)
Ahoy, fellow Alberg sailors!
This article is meant to share some sailing comments
and observations drawn from our time on the
St. Lawrence this summer while heading down east.
We all come to own our beloved Albergs for many
reasons. Chances are one of these are her seaworthy
design. Traits such as her robust construction, full
keel and low aspect make her very well suited for
the demands of the mighty St. Lawrence, a river with
many moods that often makes you earn your miles.

From Trois Rivieres to Tadoussac the flood and ebb
current associated with the tidal rise and fall of the
ocean come into play and are significant to your
navigation planning. The St. Lawrence Atlas of Tidal
Currents used in conjunction with the Canadian Tide
Tables helps you considerably to plan using the
outgoing ebb current to your advantage. After
Quebec City the river starts to widen and the earlier
restrictions imposed on sea room and tacking are in
your wake. We stayed on the north side of the river
as far as Tadoussac as we wanted to visit
Tadoussac and the Saguenay fjord as in addition to
being a beautiful area, its home to many belugas
and other whales as the upwelling from the large
shift in sea floor elevation and local conditions make
it a prime feeding ground for cetaceans. While we
largely stuck to day sailing with a goal of roughly 40
nm per day, we did conduct a 72 mile night passage
from Quebec City to Cap-a-L’Aigle given the extra
distance to this port and in order to take advantage
of the ebb current. We completed the passage in 12
hours (1730 – 0530) averaging 6 knots. Hugging the
coastline we encountered two upbound freighters
whom we contacted on VHF to arrange a ‘green to
green’ passing. We did not want to alter to
starboard for a normal port side to port side
passing as they were already in the deeper water
fine off our starboard bow. They were happy to do
this. If a situation like this is developing (particularly
at night as sail boats are not easily seen), I think it
really helps to speak directly via VHF to the
freighters early on to sort things out.

Writing this at anchor in Big Harbour, Cape Breton,
Alison and I just recently arrived in Nova Scotia
having sailed down the St. Lawrence and across the
Gulf over the month of July and beginning of
August. This time frame included about 10 extra days
awaiting weather windows, resting up and exploring
at select ports. The rewards of this portion of our
voyage were indeed worth the effort, planning and
energy invested. The coastal scenery along the river
is beautiful, marine life abundant and the
sailing enjoyable and varied.
At the front end of the journey with Lake Ontario
in your wake, you can make good time given the
outgoing river current and generally SW prevailing
wind. While enjoying the beauty of the Thousand
Islands and the varied river scenery and communities enroute Montreal, this portion of the passage
is largely motoring/motor-sailing (with a little sailing
peppered in) and involves transiting 7 locks. A fender
board or two are useful here to prevent the
grinding of your fenders against the cement sides
of the locks and handy downriver if securing to
government wharfs with steel sides. Also its
mandatory to have two people (skipper + 1 crew)
on board in the locks to manage the lock lines.
Navigating and sharing the route with large freighters
is not difficult as it is well buoyed and there’s
generally lots of room to edge over to the outside

Tadoussac is also a good launching point to now
head SE to the southern shoreline of the river along
the Gaspe Peninsula. Rimouski has a good full
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service marina and is also near Point au Pere where
the Empress of Ireland memorial museum is situated
and well worth the visit. Some 1012 people perished
after she sunk just off Point au Pere, having been
struck by a Norwegian ore ship in 1914. This momentous tragedy was overshadowed by the outbreak
of WW1 as well as the loss of the Titanic just a few
years earlier. A protected wreck white buoy is
positioned at her resting place.

that experienced in the fall, cool wind but warm in
the sun if tucked behind a dodger or wind panels.
Good fall weather clothing did help make the
“summer” cruise much more comfortable. In our
experience, the overall weather trends and forecasts
via VHF weather channels and the Environment
Canada marine forecast internet site (when available
during stopovers at marinas) were on the main quite
accurate, with the exception of the wind on
numerous occasions being at least 5 knots greater
than forecast.

Once you’re heading east down the widening river
from Rimouski, the flood and ebb current are much
less an issue and no longer require the Atlas of Tidal
Currents. An outgoing Gaspe current that runs along
the coast is now in your favour all the way to the
Gulf. Its important to note that there are few natural
anchorages along the peninsula and you generally
have to plan to stop at either a marina or public
wharf. There’s typically a place to stop about every
40 nm. You can anchor in the lee of ferry and
artificial harbour breakwaters from time to time with
a good forecast, but even in the lee we experienced
some refraction swell from the prevailing wind of
the day. Sailing along the Gaspe peninsula shoreline
you are out of the shipping lanes and encounter few
vessels beyond the some fishermen and a few fellow
sailors... largely you have the river to yourself.

Our last port along the Gaspe peninsula portion of
the trip before heading south and then across the
Gulf to the Magdelan Islands was Riviere-au-Renard,
a key fishing port for the Quebec fleet and good
harbour for sailing vessels. Another common
stopover/culminating port for those having sailed
the river is Gaspe, an excellent spot for re-provisioning, land transportation and crew changes if heading
further on.
In retrospect, the St. Lawrence river is very doable,
interesting, scenic and enjoyable. The Alberg is well
suited to a safe and enjoyable passage, but I think
its important to have realistic expectations
regarding daily mileage and as well to build in extra
time for port stopovers, awaiting weather windows
as deemed prudent and providing rest stops for the
crew. Long days with a good stern swell can be quite
physical sailing, where the restorative value of good
grub and good sleep shouldn’t be underestimated.
Navigation pre-planning regarding stopovers and
tidal current anticipated for the upcoming passage
pays off and provides for a more relaxing sail where
you need your time for other matters such as
trimming sail, whale watching, repairing items, offwatch reading and assorted underway pursuits.
All in all, I’d recommend the St. Lawrence River as a
great sailing experience.

The winds during this long stretch and wide open
portion of the river were typically from the SW and
ranged from 5 to 25 knots, often light in the
forenoon and building after mid-day. We were
usually on a broad reach, starboard tack. A good
swell from astern is common but not really an issue
for the old Alberg. When the wind is up, brisk 25+
knot gusts are typical and reefing down early helps.
While we only used our radar on 3 or 4 occasions
(on night passage and a few times in fog), it was
certainly reassuring to be able to monitor and receive
early warning on other vessels. Used in conjunction
with paper charts and a chart plotter if fitted, they
help round out one’s situational awareness regarding
the navigation picture as well. With the wind
blowing across the deep river, the temperature is like

You can follow Wyvern III via their blog at:
http://alisonandgeorge.blogspot.ca/
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Adventures of White Opal

After Toronto, the sky had black clouds dispersed
here and there, and under these clouds were patches
of wind. We were now between those patches, and
the wind died, so Don took the spinnaker down and
checked the motor, which had cooled down. He could
not see a problem. He tried to turn the shaft, turning
it easily in reverse, but not in forward. He reversed it
again and when he turned it forward a little bit, the
shaft sprang back. He thought that maybe the transmission was broken!!! So with no motor, we would
be sailing to Whitby.

Phoebe Campbell
Aug.6th 2013

Dear Alberg friends,
We are now motoring home to Burlington Sailing and
Boating Club (BSBC) from Port Credit, with no wind,
flat water and Don at the helm, so I can write and
tell you about our eventful day on this sailing trip to
Cobourg.
On August 1st, we left BSBC, after the rain and
thunderstorms had cleared up, and made it through
the 0830 hrs bridge lift at the Burlington Canal that
goes into Lake Ontario. Initially there was not enough
wind to sail but the wind filled in from the North,
fluctuating from 3-10 knots, so we managed to sail
several times through the morning, reaching Toronto
Island, where we had to motorsail…….. as usual!! The
winds around Toronto seem to be different there,
than anywhere else on the lake!

While we were waiting for wind, with the boat going
.72 of a knot, we realised our radio was not working!
We could hear everyone, but when we tried to call
Whitby Marina, there was no response. This was a
bit discouraging when you have no motor, but it was
a bright, calm afternoon and there were many more
hours left in the day to get to Whitby.
The wind picked up from the North West under one
of these clouds, so we put the spinnaker up again
and sailed closer to Whitby. However, it did not last
too long, so after bringing down the spinnaker, we
aimed closer to shore where there seemed to be
more wind. You know how it is – the wind always
seems to be “over there”! (Not where you are!) We
sailed slowly toward the shore, using the momentum
of the boat to get to the next ‘cats paw’ of wind.

We were back to motorsailing , and I was at the
helm, Don went below for a nap, and suddenly at
1450 hrs. the motor stalled. My initial reaction was
something had wrapped around the prop. Don
suggested we try to start the motor, which I did, but
she would not go into forward gear – stalling again.
So the only thing to do was to sail! We had to let the
motor cool before Don could look at it. There was
not much wind, but what wind there was, was from
the West, so we could put up the spinnaker. We were
off shore from Bluffers, but decided to still try to get
to Whitby. Don had rigged ‘White Opal’, our Alberg
30, for spinnaker before we left, thinking we would
probably get a chance to fly it, so there was not a lot
to do to prepare her to fly spinnaker.

The next thing I hear is “MY HAT”! A gust of wind
had blown Don’s hat off into the water! His Tilly Hat,
there it was, floating in the water. So we went into
‘man-overboard’ routine to retrieve the hat, which
we did successfully. We then tried to utilise the last
bit of that wind gust to help us sail in the right
direction.
It was sometime during this next stretch when Don
tried to workout why our radio was not working. He
called the coast guard to check that Whitby Marina
monitored 68, and they responded on channel 16,
but not on channel 24 when we went to that
channel. On closer inspection, Don discovered the

Don pulled up the spinnaker, and I had the red and
green spinnaker sheets, one in each hand and the
tiller between my knees. ‘White Opal’ took off ……
ya- hoooooo. What a ride! It is such a fun feeling.
The boat speeds up and it feels like you are in a
chariot, pulled along by strong horses.
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decided to check, by going in for a swim. So, after
changing into my swimsuit and locating the goggles,
I attempted to go into the water. It was COLD! I hate
going into the water the slow way, and prefer to
dive, but that was not an option, so I finally got in
by climbing down the swim ladder. I swam under the
stern of the boat and the prop was all clear. Hooray!

radio was on ‘short range’, not ‘long range’ (low
power, not high power)! We later realised our friend
in BSBC, when testing his microphone with our radio,
had left it on low power, which we had not noticed.
When Don changed it to long range, we had radio
contact with Whitby Marina, but by this time, the
mechanics had gone home. We decided we would
sail into Whitby Y.C. knowing how the channel and
docks were positioned. This would be easier than
getting to the Marina, which was further up the
channel.

So, as we had a working motor, radio, clear prop
shaft and it was only noon, we decided to continue
onto Coburg, which we did, leaving Whitby at 1205
hrs. We had a great sail and managed to avoid 4
thunderstorms that either went along the land or out
to the lake. The last one got us wet as we arrived at
Coburg at 1805 hrs, but the motor had worked well
for all we needed, the last 15 minutes, and we were
happy to have reached our destination.

Not long after that, we contacted Whitby Y.C. and our
Alberg friends, Jim and Bill, who were at the club.
They were keen to help us so we said we would
radio again once we were closer to Whitby. They
came out to meet us at the end of the channel at
2015 hrs., to tow us into port, along with the
auxiliary coast guard, who came to monitor the
situation!! We were moored in our slip at Whitby Y.C.
at 2030 hrs.

We had a wonderful get-together with Alberg friends
at Coburg on the Friday evening and all day
Saturday, and with North winds predicted, started
our return trip on the Sunday. We had a great sail
with the North wind, sailing back to Whitby, and
meeting up with our friends Phil and Sandy on
‘Gemini’, then on Monday sailed to Port Credit with
a South West wind, where we met up with Rob and
Michael on ‘Kaithlyn’. So our return trip has gone
very well and we are still no wiser as to what
happened to the motor.

The following day Jim and Bill continued their plans
of departing for Coburg at 0900 hrs. Bill had his
brother-in-law, Bob, travelling with him on
‘Marion Rose’ and Jim was single handing his boat
‘Lindisfarne’. We decided to stay with ‘White Opal’
(Jim had offered to take us to the Coburg rendezvous
with him), and if the motor could be repaired, we
would sail/motor onto Coburg. If not, Don would be
getting the GO train home for parts, so that the
motor could be repaired.

Until next time, enjoy the rest of the summer,
Fair winds,

Jim had been in contact with his son the previous
night, knowing he would be the best one to find a
mechanic to help us, which he did. Steve showed
up at 1030 hrs., and after checking the transmission,
found that nothing was broken. Yeah!! That was good
news. We tried it in forward gear and in reverse and
the boat moved forwards and backwards. We could
not understand what had happened. We must have
had something wrapped on the prop shaft, which
had come loose during our great spinnaker sails!
Just to make sure there was nothing on the prop, I
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As is so often the case, the winds blew in the wrong
direction. It started Saturday morning from the north
east and by Sunday had not changed so those of us
on the end of Cayuga Dock had a bumpy night with
some fender rub close to ears! On Monday things
were still without change and the gusts were
bigger early in the morning raising white caps in the
Bay. Maggie Fields left to make the 10:30 bridge and
disappeared around the corner of the pier with no
trouble. White Opal and Gemini left about noon and
I wish I could say without incident, but Janet was hit
by a wave and did not have one hand for the boat at
the time, so went swimming. The water was warmer
than the air at the time. No consequences for that
episode, but some quick work by a PWC operator
and the safety committee from RHYC meant all was
well. Candy Cane was last to leave after noon.
Bistro was staying another night.

Eastern LO Cruise Don Campbell
At the last minute our cruise director chose to avoid
the trip from Frenchman’s to Hamilton for weather
and health reasons and so I was the point man for
the weekend. However, Bill’s work made it easy for
me to have a great weekend at RHYC on the south
shore of the Burlington Bay/Hamilton Harbour. We
had a much better turn out than expected, given the
weather, and there were 5 boats that made the trip
with White Opal and Gemini 22 going the full
distance of 2 miles across the Bay, and Bistro, Candy
Cane and Maggie Fields IV all making the trip from
Toronto.
Arrivals were all on Saturday and so the seminar
discussion planned for Sunday was the afternoon
discussion aboard White Opal before a really good
dinner at the club. Sunday we all wandered over to
see the seven tall ships in port and had ample
opportunity to see them up close. Boarding was
possible as was a sailing trip on the bay, but the
line ups were long for all. Sunday afternoon we were
joined by Bev. Dales a great friend of the Alberg
Association, and some of us took the small trolley
for a trip on the Waterfront Trail that wound around
from the main port to Princess Point in Cootes
Paradise. The personnel aboard said it was the
busiest day ever for them as some people parked
cars that far away to get to the tall ships. The three
car trains were full for most of the trip. The trip gave
a very different perspective of the harbour and the
anchorage at Caroll’s Point.

Thus the learning event for the weekend was
ALWAYS, ONE HAND FOR THE BOAT!

The afternoon party was aboard White Opal again
and we were joined by the crew from le papillion of
Port Dalhousie who had driven in for the social
afternoon and for dinner. Then Rob Feeney and
Michael Wilmot appeared, straight from Pearson
Airport on arrival from Spain to join us, so we had a
good number for dinner, again at the club. The food
was excellent and well worth staying there for.
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North Channel Cruise

surface. The lid of the rubbermaid bin serves as a
“clean” work surface, and I have a cutting board, pot
trivet, kettle, expresso maker and other items that
have been added to the kit over the years which
seem to make cooking aboard easier. I also keep my
“DS-16 Clothespegs” in the galley kit—these have
become indispensable to help keep pot handles from
folding up while cooking, to help keep the coffee
mug on the expresso maker, and so forth.

Dante McLean, Corinthian #83

Cruising, for me, always involves quite a bit of
preparation beforehand. Because I teach in
Manitoba, but the boat lives in Ontario, I usually do
not get to preparing the boat for launching until I
arrive at the cottage in early July. This year I spent
a few days working on installing the new african
mahogany tiller (which I built in the wood shop at
school over the winter) and doing some other “list”
work on the boat in mid-July. There is always a list!

Rice is a staple aboard the boat, and I usually use it
in dinner every evening. To make that interesting and
offer some variety, I add dehydrated meat, fish,
vegetables, and spices. My stove is a simple oneburner camping stove that runs on butane. I get my
drinking water from the lake using a filter system
developed for hiking. Nalgenes fit nicely under the
coaming.

While that was going on I had the dehydrator
running at the cottage to get ready for cruising. Our
plan was ambitious! We wanted to try for 10 days on
the North Channel. We did not quite make that goal
but still set a new record for my longest cruise yet
with the Corinthian 19, and proved that she could be
comfortable for about eight days and could be used
for twice that with proper preparation. My main concern was food stores and porta-potti capacity (mine
is a very small capacity unit due to space constraints
aboard). It seems we small boat owner’s are always
thinking about how much shit we can carry!

The Corinthian 19 has a large bilge space under the
cabin sole. In this area, I store dog food in
re-purposed peanut butter jars. Each jar holds 7 cups
of food—enough to feed my 100 Lb Labrador for
about 3 days. One jar is used for dog cookies, and
I also keep soap and shampoo in another jar. This
bilge space also happens to be in front of the head,
so it is a good place to stow toilet paper in ziplock
bags. The forward bilge which is under the foot of
the transom berths is accessible by lifting cushions
and it is absolutely cavernous. This is where I keep
all my food.

Because I do not have refrigeration, and do not carry
a cooler, everything must be able to survive in the
forward bilge for the duration of the cruise. This
requires some careful planning—but, now that I have
been cruising on this boat for a few years some of
the menu comes from experience. I have found that
I can carry a fairly decent menu in the bilge. It is
possible to carry parmesan cheese, in double ziplock
bags. This will last more than a week and is okay to
eat except that it gets a bit oily. I also experimented
with Welsh biscuits this year—a kind of tea biscuit
that keeps well in the bilge. Apples survive well
down there also.

I always seem to end up needing some time to stow
gear and supplies, and make ready, when we first
set out on our cruise. Part of this comes from doing
work on the boat and then loading gear aboard at
the absolute last minute before departure. Usually
this happens at the Self-Storage Facility where I
keep the boat. However, things tend to move around
a bit on the first night as I settle into the cabin and
it is necessary to take some time to make myself
comfortable.

The menu was simple as it usually is, and running
the galley is a matter of routine. My galley lives in
a box under the starboard cockpit bench, and when
I want to cook the port bench becomes my counter

I joined Brian and Sheeba, in the Diller-Schwill 16, at
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On August 2nd we hung around on our anchors until
1400. Brian was already beginning to regret bringing
the Diller-Schwill 16. He was finding the cabin a bit
cramped with Sheeba in there—the dogs seem to
expand themselves to take up available cabin space.
I was in the middle of my afternoon nap when the
Amateur Radio Handi-Talkie hanging in the cabin
went “beep” and “beebop” and woke me up. It was
telling me that a position report had been received
and that my position beacon had been sent. José’s
Automatic Packet Reporting System (APRS) beacon
came up on the screen and showed him 2.1
kilometres from our location. I tried to call him on
146.520 Mhz, and also using APRS Voice Alert.
However, he was already busy unpacking the truck.
Brian and I pulled up the anchors and headed for
the ramp at St. Amant’s to help José lauch. We ended
up staying at the dock overnight as the forecast was
a little fishy, and José needed some time to get his
cabin in order before departure.

the ramp at St. Amant’s Marina in Britt on August 1st
at about 15h00. I immediately got to work hoisting
the mast and making ready and we launched without
any trouble by about 1700. The ramp at Britt has no
drop-off, and once off the pad the trailer is directly
on the bottom of the river. This ramp is extremely
good for deep draft vessels, and I did not even
need my tongue extension to launch. Once in the
water we motored upriver to a good spot to anchor
near the railway bridge to await José, who had
been delayed in Ottawa due to a broken tooth. At
the beginning of the trip my log showed 467
Nautical Miles.
I tow a converted Optimist Pram, salvaged from the
garbage bin at the Sailing Club where I worked for
two summers as Club Steward. Neutron has proven
to be a very reliable and safe dinghy, and has been
converted for rowing. It is totally Labrador proof!
Tech is trained with “In the Vessel!” so that he does
not board the dinghy prematurely I keep him cleated
off to a padeye on the cabin bulkhead when sailing
so as to avoid the Labrador Retriever Self-Launching
Feature. There are padeyes installed Port and
Starboard, although he is usually on the Starboard
one. When we are at anchor he is free to roam
around on deck. His favourite spot is the poop deck,
although he sometimes likes to sleep on top of the
cabin hatch.

After a hearty breakfast at the marina restaurant, we
proceeded downstream through Cunningham Channel
to the anchorage at Black Bay. Black Bay is a
beautiful spot and is usually fairly popular. This time
our usual anchoring spot was taken so we took a
place on the other side of “The Keyhole” and
anchored carefully with the intention of spending a
few days. In the evening I setup my 2M J-Pole
antenna which had been travelling carefully stuffed
into the port berth. It took up almost the entire berth
and was protruding into the anchor rode compartment. I tried hoisting it up the mast, but ended up
working with the antenna stuffed into the anchor
rode deck pipe on the foredeck. José checked into
some HF nets with his KX3 aboard the 16’ SunCat. I
was a little bit less successful with my radio efforts.
I managed to pick up the repeater at Espanola but
was unable to reach it. I also managed to pick up
the repeater from Owen Sound, which was coming in
quite clearly. However I was again not able to reach
that. I expect it was because my antenna was fairly
low.

Arriving at our first anchorage and after taking the
dogs ashore for a walk, we bedded down for the
night. The forecast was calling for rain so I deployed
the Mountain Equipment “Scout” Tarp cum boom
tent. Because the cockpit on the Corinthian drains
directly into the main bilge, I would be awake
pumping every half-hour or so if it is raining without
a boom tent. My main bilge has been totally isolated
from the forward bilges in the cabin so that no water
can flow forward to get into my stores. If I put the
boom tent up I can sleep and not worry about my
bilge getting full—a few minutes of pumping in the
morning clears any water that has accumulated.
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On August 4th the weather was sunny and rather
cool. We spent the day in the anchorage relaxing
aboard and exploring the shoreline with the dogs.
Brian and José had nearly twin dinghies this year.
José has a newer SportYak, and Brian brought along
an original one. We spent some time comparing
their construction later in the trip because we were
curious to see if the same mould was used in the
production process.

Its shell was in good shape, and the bones rattled
around inside when we moved it to look at it. We
replaced it where we had found it. We went back to
the boats for some lunch, and then had an afternoon
nap in the cabin. It was overcast, and the forecast
was calling for more rain.
It rained through the night again and into the
morning of August 7th. We holed up in the cabin
again until noon. By afternoon nap time the sun
had come out. I was trying to nap in the cabin and
the sun was so bright coming down the hatch that I
had to put in all four drop boards to block it while I
slept.

On August 5th we headed out of Black Bay. It was
our first embarrassing moment as José ran aground
on a large flat rock while exiting our anchorage in
Black Bay. I saw it coming, but by the time I was
about to shout, “ROCK!” I heard the thump. He was
able to power off in reverse while the rest of us
stood by, and was not taking on water, so we
continued our trip.

On August 8th the day was once again sunny, and
we motored out of our anchorage. Hoisting sails,
as we had wanted to do all week, we sailed back
through Roger’s Gut and Cunningham’s Channel. I put
out several more “Sécurité” calls, and we held up
a bunch of powerboat traffic which was obliged to
yield the right of way. This was a welcome relief from
the gigantic wakes we had been having trouble with.
We sailed right to Gerraux Island Lightstation, the
only remaining manned lighthouse on Georgian Bay.
We did a sailpast to this historic relic, which now
houses a Coast Guard Rescue Base. This lightstation
looked very well kept compared to the one I visited
later in the season. Arriving back at the mouth of the
Magnetewan River, we doused our sails and motored
upriver to St. Amant’s Marina. We took up the same
docks we’d had at the start of our trip and cleaned
up our cabins before heading off to the marina
restaurant for dinner and a very interesting
discussion. A wonderful last day with a nice 15
Nautical Miles of sailing.

We motored through Roger’s Gut. Roger’s Gut is a
very narrow channel and I put out a Sécurité call
on the handheld VHF. “Three sailboats between 16’
and 19’ now transiting Roger’s Gut under power.” We
tucked into Henvey Inlet. We have a secret hiding
spot in there which nobody else anchors in because
it is full of weeds. We have some tricks to getting
our anchors to set and found the holding to be
good in a clay bottom. I set “Brucey” the big Bruce
knockoff, newly mounted to my stern pushpit, off
the stern. This was to be temporary while we were
jockeying boats around the anchorage to get settled.
However, Brucey held so well I was reluctant to ruin
a good set. So, I rowed out the delta knockoff on
the bow and put the danforth clone out to the starboard side. The set was good, and I was stern-to the
wind, so I had a nice breeze blowing down my hatch!
The log read 483 Nautical Miles and I now had 51.9
engine hours.

Our trip drew to a close on August 9th when we
hauled out at the ramp in the morning after a
leisurely breakfast at the marina. The log read 498
Nautical Miles and I had 54.1 engine hours at the
end of the trip. After pulling our masts we stopped
for a lunch break before heading for home. Although
we did not cover as much mileage as we would have

August 6th brought rain in the morning, and we
holed up until lunch time. We walked the dogs just
before lunch. Exploring along the shoreline we found
some interesting rocks and a dead turtle. The turtle
had flipped onto its back in a little dip in the rock.
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do a running fix. When we reached the Burlington lift
bridge Annabelle was sure the mast was going to hit
the bridge, but we made it OK. Our overall average
speed, including heaving to for lunch and waiting for
the lift bridge, was 5 knots. These are the days that
make it all worthwhile.

liked, it was as lovely cruise. My porta-potti did not
explode, the food did not run out, and we all
enjoyed ourselves. We hope that next year the
weather will be a little more cooperative.

BEST SAIL OF THE SEASON!
Gord Martin, SV Maggy Fields, A37- 142

We ended up staying at RHYC for two nights as the
forecast was saying the wind would go NE which
would have made for a rough ride across the lake
from Port Dalhousie. Part of the decision to stay was
also Annabelle’s desire to swim at the RHYC pool.
The pool closed shortly after we got there, but I
promised her she could swim next day. It was quite
chilly that day and in the morning I suggested we
take the harbour tour trolley, have lunch and then
swim in the afternoon when it would be warmer. The
trolley tour was enjoyable; we had lunch near
William’s Cafe, and then resumed the trolley ride
back to RHYC. Unfortunately when we got back in
the early afternoon, the pool had been closed
because of the chilly weather and lack of
customers. Annabelle was very disappointed, but I
said we could come back next year. She had brought
three electronic devices, plus books, but for the
most part she stayed in the real world. I like lots of
time with my books so it worked out very well.
I was concerned that the forecast had called for NE
winds, which would have meant a rough trip back,
but when we got up on the departure day,
surprise, it was still NW. Annabelle laid out breakfast
while I went to the clubhouse, and we got off the
dock at 0815, making the 0930 bridge opening. At
about 1030 we had our traditional P/B and crackers
snack, and at about 1230 Annabelle made delicious
ham sandwiches with chips, grapes and cookies of
course. Bachelor grandpa’s culinary skills are very
limited, but no one has ever starved on my boat.
EYC was in sight by about 1330, but it was too early
to go in; I wanted to play some more, so I spoiled
the sail trim a bit and slowed down. After docking
we tidied up the boat, and Annabelle scrubbed
fenders while I swabbed the deck. What a fabulous
trip, and I hope we have many more.

How often do you get a close reach going away and
a broad reach coming back; better than hull speed
all the way, even with shortened sails? You say this
just never happens, but it did, and we thoroughly
enjoyed it.
I came back from the Cobourg Rendezvous
earlier than normal as I had promised my 12 year old
granddaughter Annabelle that we would go on an
overnight cruise and summer was fast disappearing.
On August 13, we submitted a sail plan, stowed our
gear, and got off the dock at 1030. Just before we left
Annabelle spotted a turtle on the EYC lawn and took
some great pictures. Back to our departure; the wind
was NW so we headed for Hamilton, planning to hit
Hamilton, then Port Dalhousie. We had the engine off
in a few minutes, and were soon above hull speed
with reefed main and about 2/3 of the genoa, hitting
7.3 knots for a while. I decided to heave to for lunch
as it is so much more comfortable, and we hadn’t
made sandwiches in advance. Annabelle helped make
lunch of summer sausage sandwiches, served with
chips, and we had grapes and cookies for dessert.
After lunch the wind seemed stronger so I
shortened the genoa a bit more. We started to drift
a bit below the rhumb line so I hand steered
occasionally to gain a few degrees to the north in
the gusts. Annabelle has always been a good
lookout; I can remember her at about 3 years old
saying ‘All clear on this side, Captain.’ I wonder why
she doesn’t call me Captain anymore. She has been
very helpful with sail trim and lookout, but has been
very shy to steer in spite of my assurances that she
can’t do anything to hurt the good old Alberg. This
time she steered for a while, and I taught her how to
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Racing Report Kris Coward
The GLAA racing season is all pretty much wrapped up, having started out as
usual with the Syronelle Regatta in June. This year, our visiting Skippers were
Lanny and T.C., and they were loaned Grayling and Le Papillon. Thanks to Jeff
and Larry for lending their boats out, to the Kents for hosting the welcome
reception yet again, and to all the Chesapeake sailors for putting in the effort
to make it up here for the regatta. The weather was pretty drifty, but we managed to squeeze in three races. TH&SC provided the venue and race committee
again this year, so thanks to them for their hospitality and assistance running
the race. There were seven boats racing the regatta this year: White Opal and
Jazz took the trophy again this year, Candy Cane drew Gemini as a wildcard
to take second place, the team of Gemini and The Answer took third, and the
Americans on the loaner boats rounded out the standings in fourth.
The Triangle Regatta was to be held during the ELO rendezvous at CYC, but
foul weather postponed the race, and then most of the participants had to depart early (on what would otherwise
have been a fine racing day), leaving the race abandoned. Thanks to Cathie for running this (and the other activities attached to the ELO rendezvous). The Championships was plagued both by confusing about the registration
process and fees, and then by some seriously heavy weather. In the end, only Eventide and Candy Cane made it
out for the regatta, held in the midst of rain and 20+ knot winds. After splitting the wins on the first two races
between them, Eventide overtook Candy Cane on the last leg of the last race to edge her out by less than a boat
length for the trophy. So he weather may have been bad, but the racing was quite good.
Gemini, The Answer V, and Jazz

Finally, I’ve just gotten back from the Rankin Regatta down in the Chesapeake, where we had an intense weekend of seven(!) races. Plans were originally to try and hold 5 races on Saturday, and 2-3 on Sunday, but heavy
weather on Saturday dismasted Argo in the third race, and the remaining races for the day were abandoned. T.C.
still came out on Sunday without a mast to cheer on the fleet, and we squeezed in a fourth race in considerably
lighter wind. As always, the Chesepeake crowd were fantastic hosts, and I’d like to thank them for their hospitality (and especially Mike Meinhold for lending Rinn Duin, and Bill
Jensen for lending Prudence). As a 50th anniversary bonus next
year, we’ve also been offered a loaner boat (or maybe 2 if we
can round up enough sailors) to join the Chesapeake Albergers
at the NOOD on the first weekend of May (which is also raced as
their association championships) on top of the usual invite to the
Rankin regatta. This year’s Rankin was won by Windswept and Lin
Gin, with the team of Skybird and Solstice edging out our sailors
for second place. We took third, and Argo’s DNF and collection of
DNCs kept her and Laughing Gull in fourth.
George Dinwiddie posted pictures to
http://www.alberg30.org/gallery/main.php?g2_itemId=398
White Opal, and behind her sails second from the left
is Jazz, to the right is The Answer V
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than just a failed rig. Therefore, check your rigging
and replace it before it fails or you are told to do so.

Tech talk Don Campbell
This is a bit of an eclectic note but
with reservations on the
second point. The first is much
more without choice.

To check the rigging for weaknesses, take a strong
magnifying lens and look at the threads on the
turnbuckles. If there is any loss of thread points or if
there is any offset of the threads, they need
replacing because they are weak. Make sure you use
a strong enough lens that allows you to see these
threads very clearly. It is the only way to tell if things
are starting to weaken. For the wire, there are not
many aids, but you can take a cotton ball and run
over every wire with it. If there is any cotton left on
the wire, that strand has been weakened.
Engineering tests indicate that if one wire in a
19:1 wire is broken, the cable has about the rated
strength. So if you have nicks, that is the beginning
of the end and the wire needs to be replaced.
Checking rigging also means you have to look under
any plastic covers and at the bends in the wire as
Whitby did things at the turns on the hounds and
masthead for weak wire. Wire often breaks first at
the nicopress crimp. Wire in forestays with roller
furlers around it also require inspection, particularly
to check if there has been any unravelling of the
wire rope within. That weakens things and that wire
should be replaced.

It was time for me to renew my
insurance and this year I had to
have a survey. Fortunately, there was not too much
the surveyor found lacking on White Opal, so I
hope I am off the hook and can still get insurance.
However, I had a chat with one of the employees of
Robertson and Robertson about insurance claims
and insurance premiums. It was interesting. The
premiums for small, older boats are rising fast due to
an inordinate number of claims for rigging failures!
The payout from insurance claims in this area is far
greater than the revenue, so it will affect you, and
probably in two ways.
Don Campbell

The first is that you will have higher premiums
because of this and the second is that you will be
told to replace the standing rigging. The second is
something that I would hope you would consider
doing before you are told to replace things. It is
always easier to be one step ahead than one step
behind. With more variable weather and more
intense weather events, our masts and the rigging
system that holds them up are being tested as never
before. The cost for mast replacement on an Alberg
30 has been between $17, and $22,000 in this
century around Western Lake Ontario. There have
been three AL30s that I know of that have had
masts replaced since 2000 and none within the last
5 years. That indicates why premiums are going up
– every replacement is very expensive - and worth
more than the boat at this stage in history. Thus
insurance companies can pay you the salvage value
and you will not have the mast replaced if that is
their choice. The balance of the mast replacement
cost will be on you with doubtful ability to insure
again. Since having liability insurance is a prerequisite for dockage privileges, this is a bigger question

Before stepping the mast it is a good idea to
consider the swage joints. One way to see slippage
at swages is to mark the joint at a swage with a drop
of nail polish so that the drop of polish touches the
swaged fitting and the wire. If that nail polish cracks
away from either the wire or fitting when you tighten
the turnbuckles, there is movement, and the
rigging needs to be replaced. Finally, if your boat has
original wire on it, that wire is fatigued and needs
replacement whether you think so or not. It is at this
point where you will be told to replace it.
I have had one mast come down while sailing – it
was in the Y- flyer - so a dinghy and not a
particularly heavy mast. It was interesting. The sail
force ended abruptly so the boat stopped without
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much distance travelled. The sail fell away from the
break in the rigging wire and with the wind, but the
mast was held forward by the forestay, so was no
danger to the crew. The sail acted like a parachute
and the whole thing drifted gently to the water
surface. We could just gather things in and collect
everything on the deck for a tow into port. I do not
know how fast such a failure would be on an AL30
and I don’t want to find out from experience. But if
you have a bolt in the bottom of the mast into the
frog on the base plate, you will have deck damage.

thimbles for the upper connections.
One further note, while you may replace the
rigging, check the chain plates too. Failures in chain
plates will result in the same damage and loss of
rig as failures in wire. Make sure you have replaced
the ” machine screws that originally held chain
plates to knees with at least 5/16” bolts with proper
shoulders, not threads for the full length. If you are
worried, then use 3/8” bolts. And check the integrity
of the knees themselves. AL30s have a reputation of
leaky chain plates at the deck, so water gets in to
both the deck core and the knees. I have replaced
the forward lower knees on White Opal because the
plywood rotted and there was no strength to that
system. The backstay knee is also important,
particularly if you use a backstay adjuster that can
add tension to the system as wind changes. This
adds more stress and the knee ought to be up to
holding that. Redoing knees is a bit of a chore but
necessary if they are weakened, because this is the
only place that the force from the sail is transferred
to the hull!

With the weight of things in and on our masts, the
safest thing to do is to cut all rigging so the mast
is lost. You will have to make a decision on the
retrieval of sails but ripped old sails are not easy to
fix even if you can get them off the wire and mast
before you let things go. This also means you have
some tools aboard that will allow you to cut things
free so bolt cutters or wire cutters ought to be a part
of your kit.
Then you have either an insurance claim or a
personal bill of more than $17,000.00 to cope with
if you are going to sail again. Checking rigging and
replacing worn and damaged rigging is much cheaper
and better timed than any disaster.

The second thing I wanted to mention is just a personal experiment that has not yet gone bad. Whatever the outcome, I have had enough sanding of bright
work to last a lifetime so am not going to do that
again. That leaves me with two choices, let the teak
go grey or figure out a finish that does not require
sanding when it needs a touch up.
Mrs. Beaton, in her cookbook from the late 19th
century gave a recipe for furniture polish that was
simple and it is easy to obtain the ingredients for it.
The recipe was equal parts of vinegar, methyl
hydrate, turpentine and linseed oil, boiled for
exterior use and raw for interior furniture. If the
furniture looked a little dull, just polish it with a little
more of the same. This surface was resistant to all
fluids (neither alcohol nor water marks it) and all of
the components had a purpose. The oil was the
finish; vinegar, an anti fungal and anti bacterial;
turpentine, a diluent that allowed for added
penetration of the oil into wood and the methyl

If you do have one weak wire, it is best to replace it
and its paired opposite, so both lowers or both
uppers or forestay and backstay together at the
same time. But if you have not changed rigging ever,
do all eight at once. Take all eight to a rigging shop
and try to find a rigger that does straight swages
if you want swages in the system you use. Wire
that has been swaged into a fitting ought to come
out with a straight appearance, not bent to several
degrees off line. Some will say that a Norseman top
and bottom is a better way to go because you can
replace the wire without replacing the ends. Check
the threads in the fitting there too. It may be a
matter of cost that you chose one over another
system. However, I would recommend that you not
do what Whitby did and use Nicopress crimps around
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Surfin’ USA: Hanging Ten on a Hughes 29:

hydrate was the dryer. So I have tried this recipe
with tung oil instead of linseed because my research
indicated linseed would support black molds and
tung oil will not. The jury is still out as to the
effectiveness, but so far I am pleased with the
results. There needs to be at least 48 hours between
coats to allow the tung oil to cure and I was a bit
quick with that but it has hardened up over time.
And you can change the colour of the polish with
the vinegar you use, white vinegar being the lightest
and things like balsamic or red wine the darkest. I
suggest though that you try to stay above 5% acetic
acid in the vinegar so that there is some measure of
antifungal capability. Pickling vinegars are well above
this concentration. Stay tuned for longevity, but at
any rate, I hope I can just recoat it with more of the
same in the future without any more removal. But, if
there is a failure, I can still cover it with varnish!

the Fourth Annual ELO adventures of sailboat Trillium

Alban Goddard-Hill
September 12, 2013
Belleville, ON
Dear Bill,
It’s 1100 hours, Tuesday September 3, 2013, there is
a good north wind blowing, and I’ve spent the past
month preparing Trillium for the annual Eastern Lake
Ontario/upper St. Lawrence River expedition. The
Ambassador, again in his Alberg 22 Storm Vogel
which he has likewise been preparing, and a third
boat are scheduled to go with us, but the
Ambassador is delayed by a day. My patience runs
out….there is a good strong west wind. I’ll make a
start and they can catch up. I ready the boat, right
down to the last two dock lines, and as I walk down
the dock as I make final preparations to leave my
eye alights on the port cap shroud chainplate
(i.e. not the one we fixed two years ago whilst en
voyage) of my amazing 1971 Olin Stephens designed
Hughes 29, Trillium. Surely not! Is that chainplate
cover lifting up a whisker? Brilliantly, I decide to
ignore it…we will find out soon enough once
underway, and anyway, lightning does not strike
twice in the same place. I go to finish up ashore and
I happen to spot the Ambassador, so I walk over to
explain the plan and ask him if he would have a look
at the boat, which he does an hour later. He confirms
that the chain plate is indeed on the move. So Plan
A goes down. I secure the vessel for another day and
that afternoon together we epoxy the chain plate box
using our now patented technique. Only the two, or
probably just one, after lower shroud remains to be
revised. They all remain rock solid for the duration
of the trip. The other mild annoyance is the failure of
the electronic engine raw water temp monitor
last month, with replacement parts arriving by ship
from Vetus, Netherlands via Nova Scotia
Stright-Mackay later in the fall. The temporary cure,
also brilliant, has been to disconnect the electronic
monitor leash. Otherwise the alarm sounds

On the Hard Seminar Series
You may have noticed that the GLAA Seminar Series
has not been scheduled this year. Due to the lack of
participation at other GLAA events held so far this
year, the Seminar Series has been put on an
indefinite hold. If you would like to see the Series
start up again, please let me know, and please send
me your suggestions of topics you would like to
have for a seminar or workshop. Thanks.
Cathie

Sailing Blogs of interest...
If you are yearning for that full time cruising experience, but
just can’t do it yet, perhaps you can live vicariously through our
friends...

Richard and Margaret Mair
Alberg 30, Into the Blue
sailingintotheblue.wordpress.com  

George and Allison Shorey
Alberg 34, Wyvern III
http://alisonandgeorge.blogspot.ca/
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continuously immediately on engine ignition. The
alternate temperature monitoring method is a hand
on the heat exchanger housing from time to time,
rather like a hand on the brow of a fevered patient,
and that served rather well.

through on their way to Waupoos on their own
annual expedition. Managed to drop my sunglasses
into the harbour but with the help of one of their
sharp eyed sailors was able to find and retrieve them
with a gaff hook. Lake Ontario water levels are high
this year, being about about two feet over chart
datum, which is a foot higher than this time last
year, a result of the wet spring and summer, so to
date we have remained somewhat immune to the
declining water levels of the upper lakes.

Wednesday dawns, the Ambassador is now ready,
and we make a 1500 start, the chain plate repair
having had almost 24 hours to cure and pronounced
fit on inspection, and rig retuned. 20 knot breeze
forecast from the west, and its almost that now,
probably west south west, sunny sky to the south
and west, and forecast Cold Front coming through
later that night (be very afraid when you hear those
words as a sailor) evidenced by a dark sky with
obvious rain activity to the north and east of us.
We want to get to Main Duck before it arrives, and
Trillium with second reefed main and 85% jib skates
along for 2/3 the distance there, following the other
lads, until the wind shifts to north west, requiring
down wind running which causes problems.
Additionally as I am now in the upbound sealane
after messing about taking the jib off, putting it back
on, struggling with a slatting main in a big following
sea with the wind now dropped, multiple accidental
jibes, so I give up,  turn on the motor and get into
the inside harbour at MD by 1900, one hour before
sunset.

The Cold Front hit during the night. Awoke to 0300
chaos, high winds coming out of the north. Trillium
on this occasion was on the end wing of the new
docks, (signed for Commercial Use Only but there
did not appear to be much commercial activity on
that dock that evening), stern to the north facing
entrance to the harbour, so rocked all night despite
the protection of the Main Duck harbour as the wind
howled to what seemed like gale force gusts. Do not
go sailing when a Cold Front is forecast. The same
strong north wind continued the following day, which
was nonetheless sunny and bright, and the two
lads went off for the mandatory island walk. Being
a bit knackered myself after yesterday’s struggles (I
have a talent for making single handed sailing hard
work) I laid low. What I had noticed, and as our third
party member pointed out, was what was curious
about the island this year, said to be a key link in
a migratory flyway, was the absence of bird life in
this natural wildlife refuge. Eerie. I saw one merlin,
one monarch butterfly, and one eagle in our two
days there. The place should be hopping. Certainly a
reflection of the global crash in bird (and Monarch)
species one presumes.

Surprisingly the rains avoided us. Supper for the
three of us was a reheated pot of rice cooked up
earlier in the day with Waupoos Island honeycomb
mixed in, and a cup of tea, very satisfying.
Defying convention I added some honeycomb to the
tea as well and that worked too, the waxy comb
being removed once it and the tea bag had
“thickened the tea”, as the Irish say. Managed to
revise some of our astronomy that evening despite
intermittent cloud cover, and more so the next
evening which was clear. Had the place to ourselves
the first night, and we were then joined the next
night by four heavy cruisers and a pleasant lot of
lads from Brighton, Presqu’ile Yacht Club, the
original home port of Trillium, as they passed

Made the happy discovery that my passport is good
until 2014, so determined to get to an unrealized
destination to date, Sacket’s Harbour, although this
meant a departure from the other two boats, the
Ambassador having designs on the Thousand Islands
Canadian national park. So at 1100 the next day,
Friday, we all set off on another beautiful sunny day,
the front having passed through, with southwest
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winds to come later in the day on a cloudless
brilliant day. Trillium headed east, the
Ambassador headed north to the Boat Channel,
for a quick shower in Kingston Confed basin (very
accommodating they are there) then off to Leek
Island moorings. From there they sailed the area
for a couple of days including the Forty Acre south
of Howe Island, and were back in Kingston by the
following Monday, Stella BayTuesday, and home to
Waupoos Wednesday.

Horse Island where the British Commander of naval
forces James Yeo and Commander in Chief of British
forces Georges Prevost landed to stage a moderately
successful assault on Sacket’s in July 1813 while
Admiral Chauncey was away with his fleet at Niagara,
both sides later claiming success in that Sacket’s
engagement.
Berth was quiet and calm that night but didn’t get
much sleep as was planning an early departure the
next day to keep ahead of thunderstorms forecast
for the eastern lake to arrive Saturday evening. Left
Sacket’s at 0745, got out into Black River bay which
was quite calm, deceptively so as it turned out. Put
out full 120 jib and unreefed main, and sailed back
out into ELO, where truth was again revealed in the
form of a big swell and strong winds, wind having
blown all night at SW 15 knots and continued to do
so all that day, Saturday. The atmosphere was very
different from our previous day’s arrival, now with
total cloud cover, rough conditions, and a complete
absence of other vessels. However, wanted to keep
ahead of that storm, which actually became visible
as the morning wore on as a dark cloud out over
mid lake. Had considerable difficulty getting down to
a second reefed main with the boat pitching about
like a mad bull, but got it done and now made my
discovery that the Hood continuous line furler functions beautifully as a jib reefing system with the
furler line actually locking itself onto the furler drum
when the latter twists a little under sheet pressure.
I don’t know if this is by accident or design but it
certainly allowed me to use the jib in a strong wind
at or 2/3 deployment very effectively. As you have
probably discovered a Hughes 29 will not sail upwind under main alone.

Our crossing to Sacket’s provided marvellous sailing
once across the downbound shipping lanes, light
winds and open lake were behind us. A good strong
southwest wind sprang up with the afforded breakwall protection of Galloo and Stony Islands producing
exhilarating sailing in the extreme end of ELO
interposed between Henderson and Chaumont and
Black River bays. Really did not want to go into
Sacket’s just yet so took a couple of long tacks in
the lake, then, 1700 approaching, and not realizing
that Black River bay affords good protection made
the tactical error of getting sails off and bumpers and
lines on whilst still out in the big swells of the lake,
more unnecessary hard work. Motored into the bay,
and around Navy Point at Sacket’s Harbour, a
marvellous natural harbour with a fascinating history
of strategic importance in the 1812 War which is now
on magnificent display there as a National Historic
Site, with all the appurtenances. Choice of berths at
the Marina, and the best facilities for overnighting
that I have encountered (or perhaps tied for best
with Clayton New York as I was to find out later) at
about $50 per night at both, compared to $60 at
Kingston, so accounting for exchange rates, similar.
Explored the small town after registering with the
Border Services by video phone without any problem
(the video is for your documents, not you, as far
as I could tell). Blue cheese hamburger at the Hops
restaurant, with a local beer, Smutty Nosed ale being
the choice of the house, both very nice, then walked
out to the 1813 battlefield historic site, preserved as
a public park, on the point of land across from

There were three legs in this day’s sail, the first
to Peninsula Point, which was quite alarming, the
second to Grenadier Island during which some hope
began to re emerge, and the third to Tibbet Point,
which was positively exhilarating. I motor sailed the
first leg just to get out of that anxiety zone ASAP. My
handheld GPS failed me in this critical leg as I had
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left it on all night, so keep those charts and field
glasses handy, as I had done. Was sailing in rough
conditions on a close reach in the first leg on a port
tack with motor assist (will mention the significance
of the tack later), then turned the motor off for the
second leg, now on a less close reach with some
easing of boat motion, and then on the third leg
on a beam reach, 15 knot sw wind, the 6 foot swell
actually deepening as you approach the shallower
waters of Tibbet Point lighthouse. This is the moment
that you realize once again that a Hughes 29 with
its fine overhanging stern slicing through big following waves thus avoiding the broach, and a Vetus 12
hp twin cylinder diesel engine to give you a boost
at critical times, is a brilliant combination. What a
vessel! We flew to Tibbett’s. Catching a breaking
wave while standing at the wheel of a Hughes 29 is
the Cape Vincent version of hanging ten. Once past
the lighthouse there is actually a fourth leg to this
trip which is down the great River to Cape Vincent,
a short hop but interesting none the less. The big
swells were certainly attenuated once in the River
portion, although a local chap told me later that
given the right wind direction and strength that wave
amplitude can actually be larger there than out in the
Lake. We are now in the shipping lanes as we
approach Cape Vincent, but the anticipated terrors
of mingling with freighter traffic were as nothing
having survived the Sacket’s to Cape Vincent run on
this particular day. We arrived at about noon.

cruising vessels up to 48 hours. There is also
another public dock which I believe has facilities.
However I settled on the very fine Anchor Marina
facilities which have their own very solid cement
breakwater and basic facilities available for a very
reasonable price, $25 per night with ice, and
pleasant staff, Bob from Clayton, and Mr. Smith, a
local man. Got tied up behind their solid cement
dock for the night, behind a Catalina 38, Lake Effect,
captained by R who proved to be not only
pleasant but very helpful. An interesting
phenomenon in Cape Vincent that you can’t miss if
you go is Dan’s Place, basically a highly organized
junk shop with bits and pieces of all description for
sale. Lost the glass dome piece from my old style
coffee percolator the day before, turned the boat
over and could not find it, so was in despair
(morning coffee is only surpassed in pleasure by a
cup of tea after a day of hard sailing). Mentioned
this to Dan himself and he said bring along the
lid, which I did, and didn’t he run upstairs to some
further storage area and come up with a reasonable
facsimile and perfect replacement. Arranged a price
for that and a Robertson screwdriver which I had
discovered is the only tool that I do not carry on
board which I actually needed to date on this trip,
all in Canadian funds no less! The original glass
percolator dome turned up later in the day, of
course, so now am well positioned in the coffee
department. Returned the next day to make another
purchase from Dan, a four legged wooden stool ,
which Dan called an “antique”, which I find much
more comfortable for sitting in the cabin when working at the galley side, rather than sitting at the table
(don’t have standing head room), or on the
collapsable stool that I was using, all for one low
price of $20 Canadian! The wicker is coming out
of the seat, so will find some nice piece of teak or
some such and bolt it on there.

Cape Vincent is interesting. The ferry from Wolfe
Island runs frequently and there is a Coast Guard
station. There is a long cement breakwater which
protects the harbor from the considerable wash
of the passing freighters (announced as they pass
through by a siren, or was that to warn the crossing ferry?), not to mention the waves of a northerly
storm as we were to discover. The state Department
of Environmental Conservation has a building (and
research vessel) there where there is an aquarium
with local fish species open to the public, as well as
a public dock with bathroom but no shower (found
in the aquarium area) available free for tie up by

That night was another interesting one. I discovered
that the River speaks a language of its own. As I
tried to get to sleep I was impeded by the sounds of
wavelets slapping off the stern of the hull. I cannot
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quite describe it but it was distinctly different from
the sounds of that sort that I had heard so far. The
winds locally were quite calm. I found that against
this cacophony I could only get off to sleep with
a combination of moldable ear plugs and hearing
protector ear muffs. I awoke at about 0300 again
however to the sounds of marine chaos. Once again
a Cold Front had arrived! When a Cold Front is forecast, be very afraid, and don’t go sailing. The wind
had shifted into the north or north north east
during the night and must have reached twenty
knots gusting to thirty. At the Anchor Marina they are
just outside of the protection of the eastern end of
the municipal breakwater, hence having built there
own solid docks with breakwater in the 1970’s.
Trillium was moored close to the end of that
entrance breakwater so was bucking about pretty
nicely and getting slapped forcefully in the stern
from time to time by waves rounding the end of the
jetty. This high wind blew all night and into the
afternoon of the next day when it finally calmed
down by early evening, so there was no more sleep
that night. I was a little concerned about the
rudder taking some strain. With the arrival of
morning I got up and contemplated trying to move
the boat forward one cleat position on the dock,
which would take the stern out of harm’s way, but
soon dismissed that idea given the strength of the
wind. That is when the captain of the boat ahead
kindly volunteered to help, so that is what we did,
and in the end I used six dock lines including
doubled up bow and stern lines two with snubbers,
and was lucky enough to discover that the bow line
had already chafed about one third through during
the night and was not long for this world so I got
some anti chafing on those lines as well. The Lake
Effect captain had a heavy line that he deployed. He
had some comical name for it, a tub line or some
such. He noted that during the hurricane last year
that waves came over that breakwall all day.

now. I had used the FM radio quite a lot (depend
on it in fact, great classical programming from WCNY
Syracuse/WXXI Rochester and rarely now from the
late lamented CBC), had left a steaming light on
overnight unintentionally at Main Duck, and had left
the depth sounder on overnight that previous night,
so it must all have been too much for the battery,
new last year. I have not been in the habit of turning
off the main switch when the engine is shut off, but
that policy has now changed. The captain was good
enough to lend me his 5 amp battery recharger and
six hours later the job was done. However I was in
despair as I was no longer able to pass the hours
in the company of my beloved FM radio, a purpose
built boom box made by a local car radio installer
which is fixed to the cabin table and which turns
the cabin of Trillium, appointed as she is with quite
of lot of teak, into a veritable concert hall. Pleasant
when in harbour, and reassuring when sailing.
So that is what led to Trillium conversion from a light
to a heavy cruiser. I found the perfect place to install
a second battery with box in the space under the
galley sink, and at the next opportunity which proved
to be Clayton NY I purchased a second
battery, a so called dual purpose type (they make
a lot out of the difference between deep cycle and
starting batteries but it seems to me that what is
important is the weight of lead therein), and installed
it immediately with great success. Ironically the
young lad who gave me a ride back to the marina
in Clayton from the NAPA store told me that he had
to listen to Canadian radio stations there because
there was nothing decent locally, while at that very
moment I was buying a battery from him to allow me
to listen to a very marvellous NY state radio station,
there being no decent Canadian radio stations to my
liking available! My original battery is charged by a
small solar panel as well as by the engine
generator. This second battery will be charged by a
second small solar panel, 300 mAmp, and by battery
charger as needed. Trillium is wired for use of shore
power although I only plug into the latter when
necessary. Kingston marinas now charge $7 extra for

That’s also when I discovered that my battery was
dead. I only carried one battery for starting as well
as instruments with no problem in three years until
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Revolutionary war, it was British property until the
1812 engagement, as which time it was commandered by a couple of farmers from northern
New York state who took control of the island when
the few British guards present on the lightly guarded
island and who were probably somewhat the worse
for wear were seen off by these New York lads, and
the property was never returned to the British. It was
the only territory which changed hands when the
Treaty of Ghent was signed.

that option, a good idea.
As we could not get out of Cape Vincent that day
spent a pleasant day looking around, and fell into a
conversation aboard the boat of an 80 year old man,
K, aboard his most interesting vessel, his 55th(!!) he
claimed, after a lifetime of cruising eastern
Lake Ontario in vessels up to 45 feet. As he had
aged, and as his spouse, being sensible, is not a
sailor, he had gradually downsized. His new boat
isa 23 foot Com-pac CP 23 pilot house trailerable
sailboat purchased new, to his specifications, of
which there were many, from a Florida builder. Not
an outside piece of wood was one specification,
although the cabin was replete with teak. He also
had an interesting main sail stowing system which I
did not quite understand. He noted that
Lake Ontario is a “very interesting” lake, and
confirmed her vagaries noted during a lifetime of
cruising the great lake. Once the wind had calmed
that day I got out my sailor’s palm and sewing box
and did a standing repair on the foot of my 120 jib
at the clew end where the stitching had come away
over an 18 inch length.

Very pleasant sailing that day, warm and sunny, good
breeze. Once around the island and back into the
shipping channel area tacked across to Wolfe Island
and then on a broad reach in one long tack to
Barrett’s Point on the American shore, then
motored around the point into French Bay which is
the natural harbour of Clayton NY. Got fooled into
thinking that there was a ship coming through the
Quebec Head at the eastern end of Wolfe Island both
downbound and again upbound the following day,
although it did occur to me that the ship was
moving very slowly. It was not until the next day’s
return journey through that passage that I
remembered that the Quebec head is not in the main
shipping channel (it’s primarily for small boats), and
I deduced on up close inspection that what I was
seeing was the Quebec Head lighthouse (the
apparent stern stack of the phantom ship) and a
large house with a widow’s walk at the top (the
apparent wheelhouse on the bow). On the advice of
Bob at Cape Vincent I bypassed the muncipal dock
at Clayton, a porous wood affair which offers free
docking but which does not protect the boater from
the wash of passing freighters, finding a berth
instead at the Islander Marina (now subsumed by
their competitor, the Kellogg’s French Bay marina)
where again there was lots of space available, the
high season having passed. As noted, superior facilities, pleasant staff, good wifi, but no ice! (The neighbouring municipal marina where ice is available was
closed.) Settled in for the night, during which a front
of thunderstorm activity passed over (keep your eyes
covered when on your boat at such a time),

Monday dawned, another beautiful sunny day, wind
now back into the southwest and piped up to 15
knots as the day progressed, perfect for a trip to
Clayton. Cast off at 1100, and motor sailed (K had
advised not to hesitate to sail under jib alone when
conditions demand, although I still prefer to have
at least a second reef main up as well and Trillium
seems to prefer this) initially north east for a short
distance down river to the turn to the southern route
around Carleton Island which allows one to briefly
escape the shipping channel which goes to the north
side of that island. There are three green cans that
mark the route, and also a range finder to
Government Point on the island for which I never
did see the upper half, presumably for use for
landing on the island by the locals. The only
disappointing aspect to Carleton Island is its
history, which reveals that as the former site of
Fort Haldimand, a forward British fort during the
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business end of the Lower Gap with that wind
direction, as that notorious location was relatively
calm as we motor sailed out of Kingston before
changing direction to steer north west through the
Adophus Reach dogleg past the Brother Islands,
followed by marvellous tacking in twenty knot winds
with second reef in the main (lost an outhaul hook
and line overboard in the confusion of reefing) and
110 working jib in a now south westerly direction
along through the 200 feet deep waters of the
Adolphus Reach working our way along the
protective shoreline of Amherst Island towards
the Upper Gap. By coincidence Storm Vogel sailed
through the Upper Gap into PE Bay only an hour or
two ahead of me on this, the Wednesday following
the previous Wednesday of our setting off. The
Ambassador then sailed out into PE Bay and home
just behind Trillium which motorsailed home into a
west south west head wind through and out of the
Upper Gap  (the raw water intake is on the starboard
side of the hull and I’m not sure what angle of heel
would cause the impeller pump to start
sucking air so I keep the sails near luffing when on
the starboard tack while motor sailing). Had made an
abortive attempt to sail in PE Bay where I could see
Storm Vogel further offshore doggedly tacking away,
but Trillium, or at least her Captain, by this time have
had enough, a no doubt temporary surfeit of sailing.

resolved then to get a second battery, did so the
next day as described, looked through the windows
of the famous Clayton classic boat museum, and set
sail for Kingston the next day at 1030, the forecast
being for more thunderstorms the following day.
Good strong breeze, again south west, tacked across
the river to the Quebec head, resolved the phantom
ship illusion satisfactorily, motor sailed through the
three can passage, then had a glorious sail in 18
knot breeze across the Forty Acre, a marvellous
sailing ground, under 2nd reef main and 2/3 of the
120 jib, Trillium a race horse! Hazy, with limited
visibility but enough, and from the south point of
Howe Island tacked about once to Holiday Point then
tacked again, one long tack to the south of the Cold
Bath shoal without engine assist, both firsts for us,
as setting a visual course for Abraham’s Head carries
you nicely between Oak Point and the Cold Bath,
wind direction being perfect. A Bald Eagle obliged
by flying over the channel, distressingly towards the
multiples maws of the Wolfe Island wind turbines.
I wished the bird well. Got a photo, and did lots of
video cam again this year during the trip, sometimes
tricky when single handing. Came up to Kingston
mainland once past the Spectacles, just short of
Cedar Island, and could have tacked out and back
again to sail into Kingston harbour but waves from
long fetch of upper St. Lawrence now being felt
making for the prospect of hard work, and 1700
approaching when was to meet family in Kingston,
so downed sails, switched on engine, confirmed that
Confed Basin office is open this year to 2000 hours,
and motored in, again having choice of berths at this
good marina whose aspect is ruined by being at the
bottom of the city’s waterfront condominium canyon.

Knackered as I staggered into the house after the
drive home, inhaled a pizza sub, collapsed into bed,
slept like a log, never heard that night’s thunderstorm….yet another Cold Front, so was fortunate
enough to have stayed ahead of three of these fronts
in the last ten days. Be very afraid when you hear
those words, and don’t go sailing.
Great cruise. Great vessel!

Changed foresail that evening to 110 jib, my own
construction, then off the next morning and a six
hour journey back to Waupoos, departing Kingston
at 1000 hours and arriving Waupoos 1830 after a
hard day’s work in strong west south west winds,
with big seas in the eastern approach to the Upper
Gap, although had been spared the wrath of the

Hope you are getting some time in too.
All the best.
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A Tribute to my Brother Dennis By Randy Litchfield
My brother and I inherited a love of sailing from our Dad, Jack Litchfield. Dad built two sailboats in our basement in
Windsor when we were kids. First, a plywood Sailfish from plans in Popular Mechanics, and later a larger Sunfish with plans
from the same source. We took these car-top boats to Point Pelee nearly every summer weekend and sailed them in all
conditions. I will never forget the maiden sail in Lake St. Clair. The conditions were really too windy but, after patiently
building the boat all winter, no one was taking “later” for an answer, especially Dennis. The three of us brashly set out to
our Mothers absolute horror, and had a wet and wild time until finally snapping the wooden mast in a capsize.
Dennis was my best sailing buddy, but we had earlier air
adventures as well. My brother got his glider pilot’s license in his
early 20s and was flying his own private plane at 29 – a 1946
Taylorcraft that weighed 800 pounds and had a top speed of 85
knots. We decided to fly this deathtrap to Calgary in the mid1970s. The maximum payload was 400 lbs., which meant the two
of us, the clothes on our back and one shaving kit. My job was
hand starting the propeller a la Wright Brothers and hoping I was
quick enough to be out of the way as it kicked into life. With no
electronic instruments, our guidance system was following the
Transcanada westward, and watching the traffic pass us in any
kind of headwind.
Dennis displayed his cool and calm piloting skill in an emergency
landing north of Superior. We battled 30-knot headwinds that day
Dennis Litchfield, 19?- 2013 Jack Litchfield, Randy Litchfield
and needed every drop of gas to make our next stop. The plane
had two tanks – the main tank in the nose and a reserve in the starboard wing. The gas gauge in the main was a stick on
a float which, as it descended, told you when to tap the reserve. Like everything on the Taylorcraft, the reserve system was
elegant simplicity. By turning a valve in the cockpit, the wing tank would drain into the main, pressurized by a little wind
scoop on top of the gas cap that faced forward. As the fuel flowed it would lift the stick on the float to indicate a replenished tank. Only this time the stick did not raise and we went from having what we thought were two hours of range to just
a few minutes. (It turned out that the gas attendant at the previous refuelling had put the cap on backwards, creating a
vacuum in the reserve tank and preventing the flow!)
Dennis spread the chart across the tiny cockpit and found an abandoned airstrip a few miles south of our
position. As we circled we noticed the wrecked twin engine Beechcraft at one end of the strip and the small trees dotting
the runway, but much worse was the 30 knot crosswind. As soon as the plane descended below the trees lining each side
of the runway Dennis knew he would lose control in a wind shear. Instead, he banked the plane, slipped it into a sideways
stall that dropped us through the turbulence and then righted the craft with just a few feet of altitude to spare before
putting it on the runway. He didn’t tell me for another thirty years that he had thought we were both dead.
But that was Dennis: always unflappable, whether flying, sailing, canoeing, husbanding, parenting, friending or tending
to any of life’s loyalties and duties. When he learned of his late-stage pancreatic cancer, there were none of the stages of
denial for him; he went straight to acceptance. “This is a surprise”, he said, since our parents had lived into their nineties
and we expected this longevity ourselves. “But that’s just life and I have had a good one. There is more I would like to
have done, but I have no regrets”. Dennis was gone only 30 days after his diagnosis. My brother will never be replaced,
and always be missed.
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